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} It was agreed that the terms dysplasia-associated 
lesion or mass (DALM), adenoma-like, and non-
adenoma-like mass (ALM) should be abandoned. 
◦ There are no clear-cut endoscopic, histologic, or 

immunohistochemical discriminators between so-called 
DALMs, ALMs, or sporadic adenomas. 
◦ One of the pitfalls of using the term DALM is that a patient 

may undergo colectomy irrespective of whether it is the 
optimal management. 



} Endoscopically Visible Colitis-Associated
Dysplasia

} Endoscopically Invisible Colitis-Associated 
Dysplasia



} The principal determinant of appropriate 
management remains whether a lesion is 
endoscopically resectable or not.



If Endoscopically visible dysplasia (either Low or High Grade Dysplasia) 
has:
1. Identifiably distinct margins 
2. It appears to be completely removed on visual inspection after 

endoscopic resection 
3. it is confirmed to be completely removed by histologic examination 

and
4. It is surrounded by histologically confirmed non dysplastic mucosa 

immediately adjacent to the resection site 
Then:

q The patient may be followed with close surveillance.





} When endoscopically invisible high-grade
dysplasia (HGD) is detected, colectomy is 
appropriate owing to high rates either of 
synchronous or metachronous cancer in 32% 
to 42% of patients



} Management of endoscopically invisible low-grade dysplasia(LGD) is 
controversial because reported rates of progression to HGD or 
cancer vary from as low as 0% to more than 50%.

} Management strategies for invisible LGD includes either colectomy 
or intensified surveillance.

} Part of this variability relates to the difficulty a pathologist has in 
discriminating neoplastic changes from regenerative inflammatory 
changes, resulting in low levels of interobserver agreement



} If there is any doubt about the histologic diagnosis 
of dysplasia, the histology should be double-
reported by an expert gastrointestinal pathologist.

} There are data suggesting that LGD in particular is 
over diagnosed by nonexpert pathologists.



} Before any decision is made, the colonoscopy 
should be repeated by a colonoscopist experienced 
in the use of CE and interpretation of colonoscopic 
findings.
◦ This is to ensure that an endoscopically visible and 

resectable lesion is not present, particularly because  many 
apparently random biopsy specimens actually may have 
been taken from an area of mucosal irregularity, which can 
be detected endoscopically.



BERLIN







} 71 participants (34 pathologists) from 13 courtiers
} Consensus Process about terminology in 

Appendiceal Neoplasia and PMP 
} Modified Delphi consensus process
} It was agreed that….



CONSENSUS ON APPENDICEAL NEOPLASIA



The term “Cystadenoma” should no longer be used. 
Use instead:

“Appendiceal Adenoma or Serrated Adenoma” 
� Definition:

� Lesion confined in the appendix without extra-appendiceal mucin or neoplastic 
epithelium. 

� However, lesions with loss of muscularis mucosae are classified as LAMN



} A new term of “High Grade Appendiceal 
Mucinous Neoplasm” (HAMN) was proposed 
for lesions without infiltrative invasion but 
with high-grade cytologic atypia.

} Old term “Non invasive adenocarcinoma”



Serrated poly with or without dysplasia was 
preferred to SSA/P









} “Goblet Cell Tumor” (GCT) should be used instead 
of the old terminology of “Goblet Cell Carcinoid”:

} Classify GCT as:
◦ Mucinous (>50% of extracellular mucin (ECM)
◦ Non-Mucinous (<50% of ECM)

} The term of “Adenocarcinoma ex goblet cell 
carcinoid” should be preferred to the WHO term 
“Mixed Adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma” (MANEC)



BALTIMORE





} Two-tiered system (low vs. high-grade dysplasia) 
is proposed for all precursor lesions









} Current data indicate that PanIN of any grade at margin of a 
resected pancreas with invasive carcinoma does not have 
prognostic implications

} The clinical significance of PanIN at a margin of a resected 
pancreas with IPMN lacking invasive carcinoma remains to be 
determined.



} Intraductal lesions 0.5 to 1cm can be either 
large PanINs or small IPMNs.

} The term “Incipient IPMN” should be reserved 
for lesions in this size range (0.5 to 1cm) with 
intestinal or oncocytic papillae or GNAS 
mutations.





} “Simple mucinous cyst” is recommended for cysts 
>1cm having gastric-type flat mucinous lining at 
most with minimal atypia without ovarian-type 
stroma. These lesions are distinct from IPMN.



VERONA





} These principles also apply to other similar tumoral intraepithelial 
neoplasms ( intra-ampullary, and intra-biliary/cholecystic mucinous 
cystic neoplasms).



} Rule out invasive carcinoma by extensive (if not complete) sampling of 
the lesion

} Invasive component is to be documented in a full synoptic report 
including its size, type, grade, and stage

} The term “minimally invasive” should be avoided; instead, invasion size 
with stage and substaging of T1 (1a, b, c; ≤0.5, >0.5-≤1, >1 cm) is to 
be documented.

} Largest diameter of the invasion, not the distance from the nearest 
duct, is to be used

} A category of “indeterminate/(suspicious) for invasion” is acceptable for 
rare cases

} The term “malignant” IPMN should be avoided




